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Increase Marketing ROI and Strengthen
Customer Focus with Predictive Analytics

Quick Facts
Summary
Thanks to its rich data sources, such as
transaction data on financial products,
access logs for electronic channels, and
fully documented customer interaction,
customer relationship management
(CRM) software offers a comprehensive
overview of customer potential. Utilizing
these effectively requires detailed planning and management of all marketing
campaigns. This is where analytical and
operational CRM go hand in hand. Together they ensure long-term customer
success while saving marketing resources
and budgets.

Business Challenges
•• Strengthen customer loyalty, which
has become increasingly weak in
recent years
•• Respond quickly to new market
conditions, as offers and conditions
have shorter lifecycles
•• Move beyond product-driven marketing,
which has reached its limits
Key Features
•• Marketing planning – Plan marketing
activities, including budgeting and cost
control, more easily and effectively
•• Customer relationship management
– Fully integrate operational and analytical CRM for improved customer
focus
•• Reporting – Take advantage of detailed
and extensive reporting options that
cover the full customer lifecycle

Business Benefits
•• Increase return on marketing spent
through higher response rates
•• Improve customer loyalty with individually tailored offers (“next best offer”)
•• Enable transparent shaping and planning of customer potentials and risks,
targeted development of marketing
campaigns, and successful documentation of multichannel campaigns
•• Realize greater operational efficiency
and cost control
•• Support central definition and implementation of rules and programs for
customer loyalty
•• Improve coordination of resources,
such as time and personnel, as well
as campaigns and partnerships with
internal or external partners
For More Information
To learn more about CRM solutions from
SAP, contact your SAP representative
or visit us at www.sap.com/services
/portfolio/predictive-analytics.

Banks like to put their customers first, and they design
their business processes to offer a complete customer view.
Integrated analytical and operational software for customer
relationship management (CRM) not only ensures successful
customer relationships but also improves marketing resource
efficiency and reduces costs.

Customer Focus in the Banking
Sector
Does this sound familiar? Important
clients call your hotline, complaining
that they have received three different
offers from your bank in the last two
weeks from different departments. Or
a customer with good finances receives
an offer for a cheap private loan. Such
product-driven sales pitches can have
negative effects. This is why you have to
focus on customer-oriented processes,
not product-oriented ones.
In the banking sector, new players have
been making strong inroads in the last
few years. Customers are nowhere near
as loyal as they once were, and faster
response times are increasingly in demand. With mass media, new offers and
conditions can now reach much wider
audiences. Such a competitively driven
environment means that your best customers are also extremely attractive to
your rivals. Studies show that it is up to
five times more expensive to acquire
new customers than to retain existing
customers with the right offers. Targeted
and successful campaigns for increased
customer loyalty and cross-selling measures are among the most important
investments a bank can make. The fact
is this: only you know the preferences,
creditworthiness, and potential of your
customers. By leveraging this valuable

information effectively, you gain the competitive edge to strengthen and secure
existing customer relationships.
Integrated SAP® solutions for customer
relationship management and analytical
CRM help you to get the most out of this
knowledge. Not only can they help you to
consolidate your market position, they
can even help you to expand it. Our experience in transaction-based banking can
help you develop robust workflows while
helping to ensure that you always have
access to the valuable “raw materials”
needed for analytical processes.
Questions such as these can be answered perfectly with integrated CRM
solutions. Which customers are not
currently profitable but have excellent
development potential? What are the
opportunities and risks of the customer
portfolio? Which product portfolio best
allows you to address customer segments? How can the success of individual marketing campaigns be improved
while optimizing use of resources?
Meaningful Data: The Platform
for True Customer Focus
As a company in the financial sector, you
already have all the information you need
for comprehensive analyses. In addition
to actual ERP data, you also have a constant stream of transaction data for the
various product lines. Access logs show

the levels of use of interactive channels,
such as the Internet, e-mail, or social
networks.
All customer contacts are recorded in
your CRM software. Ideally, you compare
your internal information with external
data sources, such as creditworthiness,
customer profiles, and other market
data, and use standard reports and
management dashboards to make your
decisions easier. An integrated business
process platform, such as banking services from SAP, lets you integrate this
data powerfully and effectively. Naturally,
all the standard processes continue to
be reliably managed in the CRM system –
which is also important from an operational point of view.
SAP Customer Relationship
Management – Closer to the
Customer
Marketing departments often need to
achieve perfect results with minimum
resources. The most critical aspects
include quality of planning, execution,
success measurement, and customer
interaction analysis.
The SAP Customer Relationship Management (SAP CRM) application is an
integrated marketing application that
allows success to be measured and
planned while making the best possible
use of existing resources.
The functions in SAP CRM for managing marketing resources are ideal for
budget planning and cost controlling –
integrating closely with SAP’s financial
solutions. All relevant marketing activities
can be planned, and resources such as
time and personnel as well as campaigns
and partnerships can be coordinated.
Customer lists are efficiently segmented
according to target groups for campaigns.

A user interface specifically tailored to
the needs of your marketing department
saves time and work. You can design precisely targeted campaigns and even run
multichannel campaigns successfully
with full documentation. In the call center,
you can provide your customers with
perfectly tailored offers – always taking
into account their needs, their previous
interaction history, and their companies’
goals. Special customer-loyalty rules and
programs can be centrally configured
and implemented. A single, customized
component for lead management controls
all activities in this area and covers the
entire customer acquisition lifecycle –
including all partner activities.
Integrated Operational and
Analytical CRM – The Key to
Success
SAP CRM focuses on cost control and
operational efficiency, each of which
is measured based on goals set in the
planning phase. In terms of the software,
there is enough flexibility to offer bankspecific differentiation while at the same
time build on unique customer-specific
selling points.
In addition to the standard and flexible
reporting options in SAP CRM, SAP offers
additional solutions for analytical customer

relationship management that cover the
overall lifecycle of a customer. These
can be used either as flexible analytical
services or as SAP-supported software
enhancements that build on each other
and can be tailored to the specific situation of each bank.
The basic segmentation service helps
to answer the following types of questions:
Which customer groups have similar
behavior characteristics and can be segmented? Which target groups are potential new acquisitions? The subsequent
customer retention service helps you
analyze customer loyalty and assess the
profitability and loyalty of a customer.
Sales promotions for the various segments
can also be created. The cross-selling
and up-selling service links customer
segments with the product portfolio
and allows you to offer customers
tailored solutions and individual “next
best products.”
How does the value of a customer
develop? Which factors come into play,
and what does this mean for strategic
marketing? These questions are answered
by the customer lifetime value service.
Finally, the campaign portfolio optimization service gathers together all of the
findings from the other services and
helps your company hit its operational
targets with the maximum use of re-

SAP Customer Relationship Management
is an integrated marketing application
that allows success to be measured and
planned while making the best possible use
of existing resources.

sources (for example, realizing the
fastest possible return on investment).
There can be no question: analytical
CRM helps you find the right answers to
all of the above issues and uncovers new
potential with existing business partners.
A well-implemented operational CRM
system can help to transform this into
a competitive edge.
Flexible analytical CRM services and
the operational efficiency of SAP CRM
complement each other perfectly. SAP
CRM documents and manages each
interaction with the customer, with the
most efficient possible use of resources.
Analytical CRM services, on the other
hand, allow you to address strategic
questions on customer segments, longterm customer profitability, and expanding
customer relationships. A combination
of both approaches lays the foundation
for sustained profitable customer relationships and successful marketing campaigns while at the same time improving
resource efficiency and lowering costs.
Find Out More
For more information about how CRM
solutions from SAP can help your company, contact your local SAP representative or visit us online at www.sap.com
/services/portfolio/predictive-analytics.

www.sap.com/contactsap
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